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IN RECENT TIMES I have relocated my 
work as a general practitioner and acu-

puncturist from an upper middle-class 
suburb, inhabited mainly be people of Eu-
ropean/Western descent, to an outer sub-
urban, working class suburb (Dandenong) 
which, over recent years, has been the fo-
cus of the most concentrated settlement 
in Australia for immigrants and refugees, 
mainly from Afghanistan, Iraq and Sudan, 
but also from Iran, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Ni-
geria, Burundi and Rwanda. As in the tale 
above, many of the most obvious things 
when encountering people of a different 
background are not understood for some 
time, but more of that later.

What brought me to Dandenong was the 
awareness that a large Afghan population 
had recently settled in the area. I had long 
been fascinated by the Afghans: the snowy 
passes and deep ravines of their geography, 
the constant but unsuccessful attempts 
by foreign powers to forcibly conquer it, 

Acupuncture amongst the Afghans

The Central Asian legendary wise-fool 
Mullah Nasruddin spent many years  
plying the snowy mountain border 
passes between Afghanistan and  
its neighbours. All he ever had with him 
was his trusty donkey and its  
saddle bags. 

As the years passed it became obvious 
to the border guards that Nasruddin 
was becoming progressively richer, but 
searching his saddle bags, suspecting 
Nasruddin to be a smuggler, all the 
guards could find was straw.

In retirement, one of the guards came 
across the resplendent Nasruddin in a 
mountainside tea house, and said to 
him, “Nasruddin, all those years we 
knew you were smuggling something 
apart from straw – what was it?”

Laconically, Nasruddin replied:  
“Donkeys.”

Guest editorial
Philip Westmore
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its legendary status as a destination along 
the Silk Road and the more recent travel 
epics from Europe through to South East 
Asia, and its deep, long history dating from 
Alexander the Great to the recent traumas 
involving Russian invasions, American 
tepidity, and the excoriations inflicted by 
Bin Laden and the Taliban. And of course 
the ravishing images of old Afghan men 
with their piercing and riveting stares, and 
the turquoise eyes of their women. 

For some time I noticed that an Afghan 
doctor in Dandenong was advertising, 
month in, month out, for help at his clinic. 
Answering his advertisement, I found 
myself, in his waiting room about to be 
interviewed, surrounded by people “out of 
this world” – old Afghan men with deep 
furrows cut into their faces, the product of 
years of war and hardship, and, on the other 
hand, women clad, not in the burqa of the 
Taliban, but exquisitely beautiful flowing 
robes and dresses made from pastel colours 
of pink, peach, apricot and lime, a sight 
for sore eyes amid the ugliness of modern 
dress and fashion. The other striking thing 
was the charming yin-yang combination 
of exquisite politeness and modesty 
alongside the striking vigour, nobility 
and hauteur of their facial expressions 
and social demeanour, so different to the 
homogenising blandness so often found in 
the modern personality.

Taking up work there, I started using 
acupuncture for problems not easily 
remedied by other means, but I also came 
upon some other discoveries.

First to the acupuncture. Many Afghans, 
by dint of their country’s close proximity to 
China, are aware of acupuncture, and it is 
practised there and in the border towns of 
Pakistan, although its use is not widespread. 
There is also a knowledge of cupping, 
although the allied technique of gua sha 
appears to be less widely known. Martial 
arts are also very keenly appreciated by the 
Afghans, with Rohullah Nikpai winning 
Afghanistan’s first Olympic medal at the 
2008 Beijing games. Interestingly, many of 
the Afghans I have encountered assumed 
that the acupuncture needles contain some 
type of medicine, and are perplexed to find 
that they are just slender pieces of metal.

Most of the Afghans, men and women, 

have toiled for years doing hard physical 
labour, often in cold weather conditions, 
so there is an enormous incidence of 
musculoskeletal pain of a degenerative or 
repetitive injury nature, often cold-damp 
obstructing, particularly, the Gall Bladder 
and Bladder meridians. Chronic headache, 
neck, shoulder and back pain, sciatica and 
single joint pain are common ailments. 

The other major presentations are 
for shen disturbances, especially post 
traumatic stress disorder and associated 
anxiety, depression and insomnia. These 
disorders are of a chronic and deep-seated 
nature, so acupuncture, when effective, 
takes many repetitive treatments over a 
long period. Many of the Afghans, however, 
have been exposed to the phenomena of 
rapidly effective Western pharmacological 
treatments for various disorders, so the drip-
drip, step-by-step approach of acupuncture 
can be difficult for them to grasp.

Beyond these aspects of encountering 
the Afghans, however, lie some interesting 
revelations that have taken time to become 
apparent because, like the guard in the 
story I began with, I wasn’t used to looking 
at things in the right way.

IN MODERN WESTERN society, the main 
emphasis for individuals is on making a 

“success” of themselves, financially, socially 
and in terms of self satisfaction in matters 
of material acquisition and the fulfilment 
of the manifold pleasures, amusements and 
entertainments of modern life. 

In traditional civilisations, authentic art 
was often anonymous, but such a thing 
would be unimaginable today, and one has 
only to look to the amusing phenomenon 
of the modern popular novel, with the type 
set of the author significantly larger than 
that of the title, to realise how personality 
focused we have become. 

In my previous work in the upper middle-
class areas, it became increasingly obvious 
that there existed an epidemic of mental 
disease (such as anxiety, depression, 
eating disorders and many others) that 
arose in many cases because this appetite 
for egocentric fulfilment was a mirage for 
many people, a hope that could never be 
fulfilled, much like the image of a man 
drinking sea water, such that the more he 

In my previous work in the 
upper middle-class areas, 
it became increasingly 
obvious that there existed 
an epidemic of mental 
disease that arose in many 
cases because this appetite 
for egocentric fulfilment 
was a mirage.

‘’

n  Philip Westmore is a gen-
eral practitioner who also 
practises Chinese medicine in 
Melbourne, Australia.
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drinks, the thirstier he gets, so the more he 
drinks and the thirstier he gets...

This attachment to personal importance 
is almost entirely absent from the Afghan 
population I see. Most interesting is that 
the Afghans have no need for such a 
psychological orientation and, in fact, 
thrive in its absence. This lack of self-
centredness, funnily enough, gives them a 
palpable sense of true centredness. Despite 
the war, famine, and displacement, and 
years spent in refugee camps in Pakistan or 
South East Asia, or perilous months on the 
high seas, the Afghans maintain a sense of 
remarkable balance and serenity. 

This paradox recalls the doctrine found in 
Hindu texts such as the Upanishads where 
the true “Self” is contrasted to the false or 
lesser “self”, where the former corresponds 
to the Absolute and the latter to the relative. 
This division is found in all authentic 
traditional doctrines; it is just that the 
terms are different in each. In Western 
religious tradition, the “Self” corresponds 
to the Divine, in Taosim it is the Tao, and 
even in Buddhism (erroneously thought 
to be atheistic) the realisation of the Self 
is alluded to with the terms of Nirvana, 
Samadhi and Satori; the Buddha himself 
said immediately after his Enlightenment 
under the bodhi tree that he had seen 
“the Builder”. In Islam, the religion of the 
Afghans, it is stated in part of the Shahada, 
or testimony of faith: La illaha illa Allah, 
There is no divinity (reality) except the 
Divine (Reality), or There is no self except 
the (true) Self. 

To see such a doctrine carried out in 
day-to-day life is refreshing, balancing 
and centering. The modern world is 
characterised by its obsession with the 
ephemeral, transient and relative, hence all 
the maladies that assail it. 

The approach of the Afghans recalls the 
pithy saying of the great 20th century Swiss 
sage, Frithjof Schuon, who summarised 
all essential true religious or metaphysical 
work as the discrimination between the 
Absolute (or Real) and the relative, and 
then concentration on the Real. This 
concentration has taken many forms, 
such as the repetitive invocations of the 
Nembutsu in Japanese Buddhism or 
the Jesu Maria of Hesychasm in Eastern 

Christianity. Nasruddin would advise thus: 
“Treat this world like a dirty rag, touch it 
just with the tips of your fingers.” 

This does not mean that the Afghans 
don’t suffer anxiety, depression, and the 
like; they do, but it is a normal response 
to extraordinarily traumatic experiences, 
a reaction against the appearance in their 
lives of horror. The anxiety and depression 
of many in our modern society is often due 
to an enormous vacuity left by the failure of 
the lower self to fulfil its illusory promises. 

It has long been noted that traditional 
medicines such as Chinese medicine have 
had little or no emphasis on what is known 
today as psychology, but I would suggest 
that the reason for that is that traditional 
societies have always placed the true Self as 
the place of proper orientation (hence the 
manifold practices of pilgrimage throughout 
history), while placing the lower self in the 
penumbra of this higher Self. 

This may explain why so much modern 
psychological work has only transient 
benefits; people feel better for a little while, 
only to find a stronger relapse of their 
condition as time goes on. 

All of the focus on personal desires, 
likes and dislikes, aspirations for personal 
success, achievement and self-fulfilment 
are bound to fail when the self that is being 
promoted has no stability or permanency 
(or reality, as traditional doctrine would 
say). 

Undoubtedly some form of psychological 
counselling is valid, but it often oversteps 
its proper limits. The whole reason that 
psychology as it is known today is not 
found in traditional medicine is that the 
ancients knew that such a practice was 
like the wicked Queen’s apple in her gift to 
Snow White, full of promise but ultimately 
poisonous.

It is not by chance that, as many 
clinicians have observed, states of anxiety 
and depression can often evaporate when 
people are exposed to a major, external 
authentic challenge; one woman with 
severe, suicidal ante-natal depression found 
her condition disappeared immediately 
when her newborn was diagnosed with 
a life threatening diaphragmatic hernia 
requiring immediate surgery; her attention 
had been diverted from her obsession with 

editorial

This may explain 
why so much modern 
psychological work has 
only transient benefits; 
people feel better for a 
little while, only to find a 
stronger relapse of their 
condition as time goes on. 

‘’
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her inner small self to something beyond 
its confines, and once that occurred, the 
spell that lower self had wrought over her 
was broken. 

Unsurprisingly, depression rates 
plummeted in Britain with the coming of 
the bombings in the Second World War, 
and depression rates in desperately poor 
Third World countries are drastically lower 
than in countries such as the United States 
and Australia.

Nasruddin arrived home one day, after a 
long journey, to find his valley homeland 
in a state of severe drought. All of the 
plants were wilting, so he quickly picked 
up his watering can and started to water 
his plants. Being an important person, 
Nasruddin often received eminent visitors, 
and it happened that, as he began to 
water the plants, the Persian Ambassador 
arrived to greet him and talk with him. 
However Nasruddin paid no attention 
to his important visitor and just kept 

watering, not looking up even once. After 
some time, and in enormous frustration, 
the ambassador exploded: “Nasruddin, 
don’t you know who I am?” To which 
Nasruddin replied, without looking up: 
“Yes, I know who you are, but the plants 
don’t.” 

The last thing to note about the Afghans 
is their purity and a certain type of near 
biblical innocence, uncontaminated by 
the perversions of modern society. Straight 
forward, without pretence, charming and 
humorous, not inclined to deception, as 
revealed in this tale:

Nasruddin was in a remote snowy caravan-
serai, enjoying hot tea with some 
companions, one of whom broke wind, but 
the man at the same time scraped his chair 
along the floor in an attempt to hide his 
deed. Not fooled for a moment, Nasruddin 
commented: “All right, you faked the sound, 
what are you going to do about the smell?”   

Depression rates 
plummeted in Britain 
with the coming of the 
bombings in the Second 
World War, and depression 
rates in desperately poor 
Third World countries 
are drastically lower 
than in countries such 
as the United States and 
Australia.

‘’

IN THE SPRING of 2007, Jason Blalack asked his mentor, 
Wu Bo-Ping, what was the most important medical text to 
translate into English. After a few moments of thought, Dr 

Wu presented Jason with a tattered paperback copy of the 
original edition of Qin Bo-Wei’s New Guidelines for Treatment (c. 
1953), a manuscript that for all intents and purposes had been 
lost during the Cultural Revolution. Translated and presented 
to a Western audience for the first time, Qin’s original work is 
enriched by Dr Wu’s extensive commentary, which transforms 
it into a hands-on guide on how to effectively practise herbal 
medicine. A clinical manual, this book primarily teaches a 
method of thinking that serves as a foundation for a lifelong 
approach to herbal medicine. An understanding of how to use 
the core concepts presented here allows one to effectively 

treat most diseases seen in the contemporary clinic. 

To be published October 2011 by Eastland Press

This book is a major step in the dissemination of Qin Bo-Wei’s ideas. 
Perhaps more im portantly, it represents a highly refined vision of 
how Chinese medicine can be understood in the West. Here we are 
presented with much more than a list of signs and symptoms linked 
to a pattern, which in turn is linked to a fixed formula. Instead, this 
book illustrates the nuances inherent in every step of the diagnostic 
and treatment process.

– CHARLES CHACE 
author of A Qin Bo-Wei Anthology


